REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI): REF NO. COR6734/2021/RFI
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION FOR FUEL GAS SUPPLY TO ACSA TRIGENERATION PLANTS
AT O R TAMBO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND
KING SHAKA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
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QUESTION
Is the preliminary pricing to be
submitted with the bid for indication
purposes or will it be a binding offer to
be in place when supply commences?

ACSA RESPONSE
The requested pricing will be used to test the
viability and business case of the fuel gas
trigeneration plants. The prices are for indicative
budgeting purposes and not for bidding
purposes. This is a Request for Information.
Will ACSA cover for LNG storage facilities The initial preference is for these 2 facilities to
at ORTIA and KSIA as there is no mention utilise piped gas. However, based on project
of this in the tender information?
economics, stored LNG will be considered. The
cost of storage should be incorporated in the gas
supplier’s pricing as ACSA will not cover costs for
the storage facilities.
Is there any investment expectation
There is no investment expectation from the
from the supplier for any of the sites?
supplier other than the cost of storage facilities,
where applicable.
What safety stock levels will be required Gas suppliers should decide what stock levels are
for the tenure of the contract at ORTIA
required to ensure that the Trigeneration Plants
and KSIA?
can operate 24/7/365.
Are ORTIA an KSIA linked to a gas
The two airports are not currently linked to any
network?
gas network. However, there are gas pipelines in
close proximity to the airports.
• The Transnet’s Lilly Gas Line run close to KSIA
• There is an existing Gauteng transmission
and distribution network for natural gas that
runs in close proximity to ORTIA.
Is there any likelihood that the deadline Unfortunately, the RFI Submission Closing Date
for submission could be extended? An
and Time cannot be extended.
extension would assist in getting a full
comprehensive offer close to what can
be expected when supply commences.
Is there any likelihood to extend the
Unfortunately the Query closing date cannot be
closing date for queries beyond the 29th extended.
September 2021?
End

